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Annexure 3 – Signed  Letters of Intent by PS6 landowners 
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Annexure 4A - Report on Project Disclosure and Public Consultation 1 – 2  July, 

2011. 

 

PUBLIC CONSULTATION 
 

ADB TA-7359 (KIR) :SOUTH TARAWA SANITATION IMPROVEMENT SECTOR 
PROJECT  
REPORT ON PROJECT DISCLOSURE AND PUBLIC CONSULTATION 
1 – 2  July, 2011. 
Project Disclosure Team –  
1. TemakeiTebano – Lead Facilitator, Community Participation and Consultations 

Specialist (National consultant) 
2. MaketaIotebwa – Water Technician, Ministry of Public Works and Utilities (MPWU) 
3. Maria Tito – Public Relations Officer, Public Utilities Board (PUB) 
4. KomeriOnorio, National Consultant, Environmental Specialist (National consultant)  
5. TabaioMetutera  – Engineer – (National consultant)  
6. Sam Sesega – Land Resettlement/Gender/Poverty Specialist 
7. Regina Fay -  Project Assistant/Secretary 

 
Introduction – 
ADB’s Public Communications Policy requires the Bank to work with the 
borrower/client to ensure that relevant information (whether positive or negative) 
about social and environmental safeguard issues is made available in a timely 
manner, in an accessible place, and in a form and language(s) understandable to 
affected people and to other stakeholders, including the general public, so they can 
provide meaningful inputs into project design and implementation.  
This brief report describes the Project Disclosure and Community Consultations 
process for the South Tarawa Sanitation Improvement Sector Project conducted by 
the MPWU, PUB and Project consultants. The disclosure was conducted on the 1 – 
2 July 2011 in three separate meetings in the three communities affected by the 
Project.  The objectives were to present the Project to the public, particularly the 
local communities that will be directly affected, to inform and to raise awareness, 
and, as part of the project design process, to provide an opportunity for them to 
express views, concerns and issues that would be considered in project detailed 
design.  
 
Public Notification  – 
The general public was informed of the impending consultations and disclosure via 
radio on the Wednesday and Thursday before the first community meeting on Friday. 
A project brief was prepared, translated and given to Radio Kiribati and the item was 
aired several times as a new item on both the local Gilbertese and English news on 
Wednesday and Thursday 29 and 30 June respectively.  The news item specifically 
invited all interested members of the public to the meetings, with details of venues 
and times included. 
 
Two weeks earlier, the first meetings with community leaders took place to request 
the meetings, to determine suitable dates and times, and to book the maneabas1. 
During these meetings, the community leaders were asked to spread the word and 

                                                
1
Community meeting houses 
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invite all community members, including women to the meetings. The final dates and 
times for the Disclosure i.e. 1 – 2 July, were dictated by the local communities 
availability.  
An important part of engaging the local communities was getting them to have 
responsibility for the preparation of refreshments. We provided each with an initial 
amount of $100.00 and the community prepared what they thought was appropriate 
for the expected number. We offered to top up the refreshment money if a higher 
than expected number of people turned up. Local people are encouraged to attend 
by the knowledge that some food will be served.  
 
Involvement of GOK - MWPU and PUB  
MPWU and PUB were represented in the Project Team that conducted the 
disclosure and community consultations. A Water Technician and Public Relations 
officer respectively from both organizations joined the team. Both contributed during 
the questions and answers sessions. All questions – and there were many – related 
to the mandates of both agencies were directed to them to respond to. Many 
comments were directed at the poor state of the sewage system and these were 
responded to by the agencies representatives. Both also provided translation service 
of the proceedings to the Resettlement Specialist who (do not speak Gilbertese) was 
taking notes of the proceedings.  
 
Meeting Process and Presentations -  
For each community meeting, the Project team arrived early (30min) to set up the 
presentations (PowerPoint, etc.), and to confirm arrangements for refreshments2. 
While waiting for more people to arrive, early arrivals were handed a copy each of 
the Project Information Booklet (PIB) translated in Gilbertese to read, and the 
Attendance sheets for recording their names and gender. The meetings were 
facilitated by the local consultant, but all meetings were called to order by the 
community ‘chairman’ who welcomed the Project Team and offered an opening 
prayer. The Team facilitator then took over, introduced the team, and invited the 
presenters to make presentations. The Lead Facilitator also facilitated the open 
sessions for comments and questions. 
There were three presentations, made in the following order –  
1. Presentation 1 -  the project overview, defined the context of problems 

underpinning the Project, the Project objectives and scope, and the key activities 
to be implemented. This presentation discussed the technical solutions proposed 
for subprojects 1 and 2, and touched on issues that will be considered in the 
selection of non-core subprojects. TaboiaMetutera made this presentation. 

2. Presentation 2 – summary of the main issues of the EIA-BEIA-B. This 
presentation discussed the main positive and negative environmental impacts of 
the Project and negative impacts are to be mitigated. Environmental Specialist 
KomeriOnorio made this presentation.  

3. Presentation 3 – summary land resettlement framework and resettlement plan. 
This presentation discusses the main features of the RF and RP. It explained the 
Project’s land requirements, the amount of private and government land to be 
acquired and their locations, and the process for acquiring land. Discussion also 
included compensation for land, trees and crops, as well as site restoration at the 

                                                
2
 The local communities catered for refreshments for each of the respective meetings, based on an agreed per 

head price. Arrangements for these were made earlier by the local consultant and confirmed on Saturday before 
the meetings on Monday and Tuesday. 
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end of project, mechanism for receiving and redressing grievances and other 
benefits to displaced households including employment.3TemakeiTebano made 
this presentation.  

After the presentation, participants were given the opportunity to ask questions and 
or comment. There was no time limit, the session continued until no more issues 
were raised.  
Refreshments were served during the presentations and during the questions-and-
answer sessions. More general discussion and exchange continued over 
refreshments before final words of thanks were exchanged, following which the 
maneaba chairman closed the meeting with a prayer. 
 
Community participation – 
Community participation was excellent not only in terms of numbers but also in terms 
of the  dialogue and the exchange of views that took place. While several issues 
were repeated, most of the issues were common in all three locations.   
The original Attendance Sheets signed by all participants are appended. The 
following table summarizes the numbers for each community – 

Community  Males Females Total 

Bikenibeu 32 21 534 

Bairiki 42 37 79 

Betio 16 25 41 

Total by Gender 90 83 173 

 
About 48% of participants were females – some elderly and others teenagers. 
Women participated actively and were quite vocal especially about problems with 
toilets at home and the public toilets provided by another donor-funded project in the 
past.  
One of the three landowner families directly affected was represented by the 
household head and she expressed concerns about the severe disturbance to her 
land when the existing facilities were first installed in the early 1980’s, the absence of 
any consultation or compensation, and the inadequate rate for leasing lands by the 
Government of $0.42 per square meter.  
 
Key Issues Raised by Communities – 
The full list of comments received from all three meetings is appended. The following 
summarizes the main issues raised and discussed -   

1. Compensation 
Questions were asked on who and what assets are eligible for payment of 
compensation. Most participants were leaseholders and were interested in what they 
were entitled to for compensation in this Project.   

                                                
3Earlier in the week, before the Disclosure, landowners involved were visited and the RF and 

RP were presented to them in their homes. Discussions included the specific amount of 

land, trees and crops of each DP that will be affected, and the types and amount of 

monetary compensation they are each entitled to.  

 

4
 Actual numbers exceeded 70 but only 53 signed the Attendance Form because we did not have a second page 

for the form. 
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2. Public toilets 
Most people expressed concerns about the poor conditions of the existing public 
toilets and the need for their proper maintenance.  

3. Land rates  
Most people expressed disappointment with the lease land rate of $0.42 per square 
meter GOK is presently paying.  

4. Compensation for crops – 
There was interest in whether or not crops affected are compensated and whether 
leaseholders and non-titled people with affected trees are entitled to compensation.  

5. Existing saltwater flushed toilet system 
In all communities visited, this is the most discussed issue. That the existing 
saltwater flushed toilet system was not working. Households are required by the 
building code to have proper toilets however there is no seawater for flushing.  

6. Location of public toilets  
Several speakers proposed closing down public toilets that are very near residences 
because they smell and for the most part, not working. Every one agreed that public 
toilets should be located remotely from residences. 

7. Compensation for past projects 
Landowner in Bairiki recalled that land previously taken by many GOK projects 
including the sanitation facilities were never compensated properly. The same 
landowner also argued that trees and crops damaged then should also be 
compensated under this Project.  
 

8. Who will benefit from this Project? Are those with private toilets with septic 
tanks be connected to the sewage system? 

 
9. Need for training in proper sanitation practices 

Several speakers noted the importance of training in the proper use of flushed 
toilets, noting that many blockages in the system are caused by people putting 
objects etc in the toilet that shouldn’t go in there.  
 
General Comment –  

1. General atmosphere 
The general tone of all three meetings was positive. The communities were well 
aware of the poor sanitation conditions and were appreciative that a Project is in the 
pipeline to address it. The notion of being informed and being involved through this 
consultation in the design of the Project was well received. Inevitably, observations 
of the current state of the saltwater flushed toilet system, the lack of maintenance of 
public toilets and the low rate for leasing private lands were negative. Overall the 
Project is fully embraced and supported by the three local communities.  
 
Overall Assessment of Disclosure – 
Overall, the Project Disclosure is assessed highly successful. The level of 
participation was high. The number of women who participated was almost the same 
as the men (48%). As well, the amount of views and comments received was high 
and were both informative and constructive. Most comments were questions seeking 
clarifications about the nature of the Project, the specific activities and its 
beneficiaries, what will be compensated etc.. Others were comments on what should 
be incorporated into the Project design. For example, training needs in proper use of 
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toilets etc, more information on sanitation, public toilets and their ideal locations, 
connecting all families to the sewage system.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Acknowledgement - 
The MWPU and PUB involvement in the Disclosure meetings is appreciated. 
Issues raised in Project Disclosure meetings 1 – 2 July 2011 
Betio – 

1. People in the community are grateful to the GOK for this project which 
addresses an important issue to the community. However, more information is 
needed about sanitation. 

2. The manholes are constantly emitting a bad smell that is a nuisance and 
hazard to nearby households. 

3. The village encourages people to build their own toilets but there is no water 
for flushing. This is a major disincentive. 

4. The GOK’s building code requires families to have indoor toilets but when 
there is no reliable water for flushing, it does not make sense.  

5. Leave landowner issues to landowners themselves to sort out with the GOK. 
6. Are those on Government leased lands compensated if they are affected? 
7. If you are living near a government built public toilet that is constantly emitting 

a bad smell, are you entitled to compensation? 
8. The new Project should provide toilets for each HH because public toilets are 

not well maintained and people will look after their own toilet. 
9. Public toilets are poorly maintained. We don’t know whose responsibility it is 

to maintain and keep them clean. 
10. All HHs should be connected to the sewage system because septic tanks are 

inadequate and there is no space for them.  
11. There is a need for an integrated plan for sewage pipes, water pipes, 

telecommunication facilities etc.. 
12. How about those HHs without toilets? Will this Project provide them? 
13. The existing saltwater flushed toilet system is not working. 
14. PUB pipeline killed HH’s breadfruit tree which is an important food source for 

one HH. Is there any compensation? 
15. People should be trained in the proper use of flushed toilets. For instance, 

most people put everything and anything in the toilet after using it.  
16. Existing sewage pipes are going through families plots and some should be 

relocated. 
17. How was the rate of $0.42 per m2 for leasing land derived? It is too low.  
18. Some public toilets are located too close to homes and should be pulled 

down. The smell is a hazard to nearby families. 
 
Bairiki – 
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1. The saltwater flushed toilet system is installed but there is no seawater. It has 
not worked properly since it was installed and people have to fetch well-water 
for flushing.  

2. PUB’s sewage disposal truck leaks and spreading raw sewage along public 
roads. 

3. There is a leaked PUB pipe in the neighbourhood that needs fixing. 
4. Most people here are leaseholders on government owned or government 

leased lands and are not landowners. Thus there is little interest in land 
issues. 

5. Are non-fruit trees compensated? 
 
NOTE: Many commentators expressed dissatisfaction with the existing PUB 
saltwater flushed toilet system.  
Bikenibeu – 

1. Is there compensation for the bad smell? 
2. People need training on proper use of toilets. Everything goes into the toilet 

and blocks up the pipes. 
3. For those presently not connected to the sewage system – are we going to be 

connected with this Project? 
4. Is there any impact on the fish as a result of the waste from the outfall pipe? 
5. Can private houses be connected to the sewage system?  
6. Can our own village have our own system separate from the existing PUB 

system? 
7. Is there any assistance to family toilets with septic tanks? Does this Project 

provide those? 
8. What about compensation? My land was badly disturbed when the GOK 

installed the outfall pipe. They cut all our trees and dug a huge hole and did 
not pay any compensation. We have also suffered from the smell from the 
outfall vent ever since. We should be entitled to some compensation. (One of 
four DPs for this Project). 

9. If the Project builds public toilets, can they be allocated between church 
groups instead of by village? This is because church groups are better 
organized to look after and maintain them. 

10. The Government rate of leasing land at $0.42/m2 is too low. 
11. The GOK should compensate for all trees that were destroyed on my land 

when they installed the existing system. 
12. My land has been badly eroded by strong waves since GOK blasted the reef 

to lay the outfall pipe. Government should look at constructing a seawall to 
protect the outfall pipe and my property. (Landowner from Bikenibeu on 
whose land is located the outfall vent (0.7m by 0.7m)).  
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Pictures of the Disclosure meetings in Bikenibeu, Bairiki and Betio 

South Tarawa Sanitation Improvement Sector Project – Project Disclosure 1-2 July 2011 

 

 

Preparations: Confirming venue and 
logistics arrangements with maneaba 
matriarch in Betio.  

Having set up, the Team waited for the 
community people to arrive in Bikenibeu.  

 

 

A young man reading the PIB while 
waiting for the presentations to start in 
Bikenibeu.  

More men reading the PIB while waiting… 
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Local facilitator Temaki explaining the 
resettlement framework and plan. 

Maria Tito of PUB responding to questions 
from the floor. 
 
   

 

 

Bikenibeu community members reading 
and listening. 

TaboiaMetutera showing pictures of rotten 
pipes. 

 

 

Chairman of the Bairiki maneaba taking 
the floor.  

One of the women making a point in Betio. 
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